2000 ford explorer engines

Throughout its production run, the Cologne V6 has evolved from the engine displacements of 1.
Originally, the Cologne V6 was installed in vehicles intended for Germany and Continental
Europe, while the unrelated British Essex V6 was used in cars for the British market. These
engines were also used in the United States, especially in compact trucks. The Cologne V6 was
made to be very compatible in installation with the Ford Taunus V4 engine , having the same
transmission bolt pattern, the same engine mounts, and in many versions, a cylinder head
featuring "siamesed" exhaust passages, which reduced the three exhaust outlets down to two
on each side. The latter feature was great for compatibility, but poor for performance. The 2. The
engine was available in both carburetted and fuel-injected forms. The smallest version of the V6
was the 1. Its only application was the Ford 17M P7 from to The original displacement of the V6
was 2. The first enlargement of the V6 appeared in It was the 2. Like the 2. The largest
first-generation V6 was the 2. A special high-performance version had 2. It was the only
first-generation engine with fuel injection. Its only application was the Ford Capri RS where it
was used from to when it was replaced with the RS The second-generation Cologne V6 was
introduced in It displaced 2. While based on the 2. The European approach was useful in that
existing cars with the V4 engine could be upgraded with relative ease. In Europe, the 2.
Electronic injection only featured on the 2. Tuning options are very limited with the Bosch
K-Jetronic models. The siamesed inlet and exhaust ports of the 2. The MFI 2. Ford offered a
limited run of approximately "Capri turbos" with turbocharged 2. These engines displayed RS
badging and used a productionized version of an existing aftermarket kit offered by a Ford
dealer in Germany. The camshaft is chain-driven rather than gear driven, so it rotates in the
same direction as the crankshaft. The arrangement of the exhaust valves is different,
eliminating the "hot-spot" that existed on the 2. The cylinder heads also sport a more
conventional three-port exhaust manifold. Because of this difference over the 2. Although it
shared the same block as the standard 2. This engine configuration was only paired with an
improved A4LDe automatic gearbox with partial electronic shift control. No manual gearbox was
offered from the factory. The standard Ford-issued block was machined differently to improve
strength. In place of the single-cam arrangement, an endless duplex hydraulically tensioned
timing chain was used to drive the overhead cams. The chain measured 2. Ignition was
controlled by an EDIS -6 system, which would become a standard feature. Differences included
two simplex chains with two hydraulic tensioners and the addition of a variable-length intake
system called VIS. This was mated to a fully electronically controlled A4LDE automatic
transmission. The pushrod 4. The variable length intake manifold was discontinued in , replaced
by a standard intake. It uses a jackshaft in place of a camshaft to drive a timing chain to each
cylinder head. Three timing chains are used, one from the crank to the jackshaft, one in the
front of the engine to drive the cam for the left bank, and one on the back of the engine of to
drive the cam for the right bank. Ford has since phased out the engine in favor of the more
powerful and efficient Duratec The 4. When the engine is run for an extended period of time with
this issue the engine can jump timing, damaging the heads and valves. Timing chain rattle was
mitigated in later years of the SOHC in most vehicles, after with updated cassettes and
tensioners. The Land Rover version of the engine became unavailable in the United States for
the model year. A number of companies have produced forced induction versions of the engine.
Janspeed produced single and twin-turbo 2. As well, Moddbox produces a kit [8] to adapt an
Eaton M90 supercharger originally from a Thunderbird Super Coupe to the 4. An Eichberg 2. In
increased capacities for the 2. Two companies still produce large capacity conversions on the 2.
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We have had nothing but problems with the Explorer 4. We have had a , , and , with 2 of the 3
having timing chain issues, resulting in destroyed engines. Have replaces 2 engines and have

read nothing but problems with the poorly designed engine! This engine is a total failure by
FORD, as much as hate to say it. But these Explorer 4. Within 6 months of buying my truck, i
heard the dreaded engine tap and decided to take it to a mechanic. Let me tell you, as soon as
he heard what i was, he didn't even want to look at the truck and told me that the rear timing
chain inside the engine was going to go. Even the dealership didn't want to look at the truck.
That was 3 years ago This past Friday, as I was driving home the chain went and with it the
whole engine. I found out that the the valves were bent and that the lifters we constantly open,
allowing for all the oil to get mixed up with the gas in the compression chamber and had seeped
into the muffler. So yup, an an engine swap for me. Can't complain, thought, as I knew of the
problem before hand and it was only a matter of time before this happened. Will I buy another
Ford in the future?? Maybe, when they fix the transmission problems on teh new one ;. At , my
Ford Explorer died. The engine sounded like it started dieseling at almost exactly K, the start of
our trip. On the drive home it got a bit louder, than 20 minutes later it sounded like we threw a
piston. Two mechanics have said that they're not sure what the problem is but they'd need to
tear apart and rebuild the entire engine to find it and fix it. It's either replace the engine or junk it
which is crazy at K miles on a very well maintained truck. I've always liked Ford's but I'll never
buy another one again, and the transmission started slipping about miles ago. Solid truck
except for the entire drivetrain. Problem came out of know where while driving on the interstate,
my check engine light started flashing. Soon after there was a knocking noise every time I
accelerated and as I was in idle. I made it to a service station where it was concluded that the
long block in my engine had failed! And it would take no less than a week to put back in the
engine I mean and this was after it took three days to figure out the exact source of the problem.
On top of which my warranty had just expired 30, miles earlier, which would've covered the
problem!! Talk about annoying as junk! Few days ago my oil gauge started flickering like crazy.
So i took it to the ford delearship to get a diagnostic. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Most Common Solutions: replace engine 3 reports not sure 1 reports replace the long block 1
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Explorer problem yet. Be the
first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. I purchased my Ford Explorer used in It has been an excellent
and dependable vehicle. With almost , miles, it is still a comfortable vehicle to ride in, and has
tons of space. I haven't had very many issues mechanical related that aren't just normal wear
and tear. I will keep it until I have no choice but too. Brought my ford explorer it was used as a
farm truck, took me all of 4 hole weekends to clean it, it has not had any love for a while, but
hoping that the LPG will help to keep her on road for a few years. Lots of room and comfort.
Nice radio and system factory installed. Not so great on gas mileage. It is four wheel drive all
the time though so that is to be expected. No major mechanical issues so far, and what we have
had to repair has been fairly cheap. Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Eddie
Bauer. Select Model: Sport. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Mechanical Features
4. Compare Models Sport. Gasoline Fuel. Dual sail-mounted manual mirrors. Hood sound
insulation. Dual sail-mounted pwr mirrors. Body-color contoured door handles. Body-color
body-side moldings. Platinum wheellip moldings. Solar-tinted glass-inc: windshield, front door
windows. Speed-sensitive intermittent windshield wipers. Tri-color tail lamps. Flip-open "Opera"
windows. Vinyl front bucket seats. Warning chimes-inc: headlights-on, key-in-ignition, seat belt.
Black steering wheel. Low-series floor console. Color-keyed door trim panels-inc: vinyl insert,
carpeted lower portion, front door map pockets. Cargo area dome light. Color-keyed full-length
carpet. Color-keyed molded cloth headliner. Pwr windows-inc: illuminated controls,
"one-touch-down" driver window. Rear window defroster. Pwr accessory delay. Soft release
parking brake. Securilock passive anti-theft system. Cloth front captains chairs. Flow-through
air ventilation. Black cigarette lighter. Child safety rear door locks. Front adjustable-height
shoulder safety belts. Side door intrusion beams. Fuel pump inertia shutoff switch. Carla B
wrote on February 17, Paul Pettifer wrote on January 12, Misty K wrote on December 2, See All
Reviews Continue to Overview. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including

government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. A lack of horsepower has
never been an issue on the Explore. Yet again, the automaker exceeds expectations with a
refreshed line of engines that keep the Explorer inching up the power scale. See what the new
generation brings to the table with this overview of the Ford Explorer engine options. Ford nixes
the previously standard 3. This leaves the 2. The returning EcoBoost is followed by just one
other engine: the new 3. Read on to learn what the fresh engine duo has to offer along with the
enhanced speed transmission. Previously the second option in the Explorer lineup, the 2. The
revamped EcoBoost now offers more power, climbing in specs to horsepower and lb. For the
model year, we see a new engine option enter the Explorer lineup. The 3. The Explorer ST then
takes this engine with twin turbos, boosting the SUV to legendary status with horsepower, lb.
The upgraded system means improved overall performance, enhanced acceleration and
smoother upshifts and downshifts. The enhanced efficiency also translates to an increase of 10
horsepower and 15 lb. Winder, GA Sales: Service: Call Menu. Home Ford Explorer Engine
Options. View Our Ford Explorer Inventory. Interested in a Ford Explorer? Reserve Low E-Price.
Ask a Question. Schedule Test Drive. Apply For Financing. Send Request. Related Content.
Ford Explorer. Responsive Dealer Website by. If you have forgotten your password, enter the
Email address you use to log in, then click the reset button. We will send you and Email with a
link and instructions. If you are a Warehouse Distributor and do not have a Ford Performance
Account, contact your adminstrator to have them create an account for you. The Ford
Performance TechLine phone system is online. Call us at For the hearing- or speech-impaired:
Please contact the Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing The user name or password did
not match. Please try again. Your password was successfully changed. Email Address.
Password Click here if you forgot your password. Log In. Create Account. Confirm Email.
Password must be at least 12 characters long and contain a least 3 of the following: Uppercase
Letter Lowercase Letter Number Special Characters:! Confirm Password. Create Account
Cancel. Reset Password Cancel. A new password has been sent to you. Your password could
not be reset. You must pick a stronger password. Old Password. New Password. Change
Password Cancel. Parts Catalog. New Parts. Big Block. More Information Close. Continue Go
Back. Works well in naturally aspirated or supercharged applications. Popular choice for hot
rods, street rods, and resto-mods. Suitable for NMRA drag racing - where a "sealed" engine is
necessitated. Iron BOSS Suitable for asphalt and dirt racing - where a "sealed" engine is
necessitated. We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Ford engines for all applications
including gas and diesel engines. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on
used engines and transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case
Assembly, and S
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uspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of
purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our
website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used
engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have
a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Engine.
Description : Gas Engine Ford Fusion. Fits : gasoline, 2. Stock Number : TCG. More Information.
Stock Number : TCL. Description : Gas Engine Ford Focus. Fits : 2. Stock Number : TCM.
Description : Gas Engine Ford Taurus. Fits : 3. Description : Gas Engine Ford Expedition.
Description : Gas Engine Ford Transit Description : Gas Engine Ford E Fits : 5. You will be

surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find
the best quality used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

